.
In a series of experiments, I am exploring a different approach, which is summarized in the following two hypotheses: 1. Language is an autonomous adaptive system that forms itself in a self-organizing cultural process. Language is therefore similar to other self-organizing phenomena observed in biosystems, such as paths in an ant society, clouds of birds, and so forth. [7] . A This article reports on one specific experiment to concretize and test the first hypothesis. It applies a mechanism proposed and investigated abstractly in an earlier paper [8] [4] , the origin of vocabulary [9] , and the growth in complexity of syntax [3] . The emphasis in the present work is on self-organization as opposed to genetic evolution for the creation and maintenance of complexity.
The rest of the article is in four parts. Section 2 introduces the conceptual framework shared by the agents and hence the possible meanings. Section 
Main Dialog Structure
A dialog has the following structure:
• Initiation: The initiator introduces the object in an extralinguistic way, for example, by pointing to it.
• Communication: The initiator uses language to identify the object.
• Reply-, The receiver uses language to identify the object that he interprets the initiator is referring to.
• Confirmation: The initiator gives a final indication of whether the receiver got it right.
When there is already a sufficiently shared language, the first part (initiation) may be absent. In that case only linguistic means are used to identify the object. (JO)
Agent a-3 first points to the object and then uses the name (T E). Agent a-4 replies by using the same name. Agent a-3 confirms that this is indeed the object. Next is an example with the same dialog structure but now a spatial description is used by the initiator a-2. The initiator uses himself as the viewpoint of the description. He first identifies himself using the word (F A), and then communicates that the object of interest (which happens to be a-4 itself) is to the left front of a-2 using the words (Z E) (G E). The receiver a-4 identifies this as referring to a-4. (the only object satisfying this description) and replies by using its name for a-4, namely (J O). This is confirmed as being the right object by a-2. Here is a third example, now without prior initiation. The dialog is started with a spatial description given by a-3 to identify a-2. The other agent a-4 replies also with a spatial description. Both uniquely identify the object. Figure 1) [8] . In the following subsections the mechanism is defined more formally and a concrete example of language formation is given. • A word was used in the last conversation. This word is then probabilistically adopted in the new word-meaning coupling.
Other experiments [8] After 300 more conversations, the vocabulary looks as follows. Much more coherence has been reached and spatial meanings are propagating further in the population. Some words already exist for certain spatial relations (front, straight, and side). There is a complete consensus to name a-21 (T I). There are now long dialogs with full use of spatial descriptions. Here is an example dialog where the object is introduced by a-25 using a spatial description and confirmed by a-23 using another spatial description: 
